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ABSTRACT
Porous scaffolds containing calcium phosphate phase
similar to bone apatite with appropriate cell interaction
is a promising alternative to autologous and heterologous bone grafts. Chitosan (CS)/Fe doped hydroxyapatite (Fe-HAp) are here investigated as scaffold for bone
tissue regeneration. Formation of scaffolds carried out
by introducing Fe doped apatite nanoparticles into the
chitosan solution via freeze-drying method to develop
a bio-integrable matrix with desirable geometries to
support cell adhesion, growth and anchorage onto the
pore walls of the CS scaffolds. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS), Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR)
and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis of Fe substituted
calcium phosphate powders showed the formation of
spherical nano particles of Fe doped hydroxyapatite
(Fe-nHAp) with uniform size distribution and magnetic

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a lot of patients suffering of bone defects caused
by trauma, tumor or diseases and a large number of investigations
are in progress to develop new materials (Kim CW, et al., 2008;
Shi X, et al., 2007) and techniques (Song K, et al., 2004; Torigoe I, et al., 2007) for bone tissue regeneration. Nowadays, autografts, allografts and demineralized heterologous bone are used
as clinical therapies for bone regeneration. Autografts are good
choice due to their osteoconductivity and non-immunogenicity,
(Schouroeder JE and Mosheiff R, 2011) while their usage is limited by donor shortage and donor site morbidity. The drawbacks
of using allografts are the risk of immunological problems and
disease transmission (Shalumon K, et al., 2009). Therefore, the
alternative source combining life science and engineering principles for developing biological substitutes to maintain, restore, or
improve the function of tissue 8, 9 can be a good solution for bone
defect reconstruction (Rose FR, Oreffo RO, 2002; Livingston T, et
al., 2003; Takahashi Y, et al., 2005).
Suitable scaffold for bone regeneration should possess some important characteristics such as having proper surface chemistry
for supporting the cell adhesion, proliferation, migration and
growth, in addition to highly interconnected pores with adequate
size for promotion of cell migration and nutrient distribution
(Tetteh G, et al., 2014). Porous scaffolds containing biodegradable
biomimetic materials, which provide both temporary mechanical
support and a site for tissue development, can be a good candidate
for bone tissue engineering (Meskinfam M, et al., 2018; Yang X,
2017). Additionally, the porous scaffold plays an important role in
the formation of new bone with desired shapes as well as manipulation of the osteoblasts functions (Berger J, et al., 2004; Heidari
F, et al., 2018).
Both natural and synthetic polymers can be used for bone tissue
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property (saturation magnetization (Ms) and coercivity
, about 0.25 emu/g and ˜50 Oe, respectively). Scaffolds
morphological characterization confirmed that immersion time of Fe ions for being doped in apatite lattice
has effect on the morphology of distributed Fe-HAp
particles thorough the CS porous structure. Fe doped
apatite also affected the CS scaffold cytocompatibility,
providing more suitable surface for cell spreading, attachment and proliferation. This scaffold can be a good
candidate for bone tissue regeneration applications
considering the obtained results.
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regeneration as they have ability to be processed into thouree-dimensional (3D) structures (Ge S, et al., 2012). Different kind of
synthetic biodegradable polymers such as polyurethanes (Yang
X, 2017; Tanzi MC, et al, 2003) poly (lactide-co-glycolide) (Kim
SS, et al., 2006; Nie H, Wang CH, 2007) poly (α-hydroxyesters)
(Ren J, et al., 2007) and polyorthoesters (Ren J, et al., 2007) have
been applied for bone tissue regeneration. It is noticed that chitosan (Sekharan S, et al., 2016) gelatin (Khan MN, et al., 2021)
Collagen (Oliveira SM, et al., 2010) alginate (Valente J, et al., 2012)
and hyaluronic acid (Kim J, et al., 2007) are the most promising
natural polymers for bone tissue engineering purpose. Chitosan
is a polysaccharide which can be obtained by the deacetylation
of chitin. Chitosan can substitute GlycosAminoGlycan (GAGs) in
bone extracellular matrix (ECM) due to its solubility in aqueous
solution. Chitosan is a suitable choice for tissue engineering, drug
delivery and regenerative medicine due to its excellent biodegradability and biocompatibility. As chitosan is a flexible polymer, it
cannot fulfil the natural bone mechanical properties requirement
(Park KH, et al., 2017; Prajatelistia E, et al., 2015). The best way for
improving the mechanical properties of the natural polymer based
scaffolds such as chitosan is reinforcement of them with introduction of inorganic particles into their structure (Yang X, 2017;
Suren UP, et al., 2016) and there are some attempts that showed
chitosan/hydroxyapatite (CS/HA) scaffolds are suitable for bone
regeneration. Hydroxyapatite (HAp) by Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 formula has excellent biocompatibility, osteoconductivity and structural similarity to natural bone minerals and can be a good choice
for reinforcement of the natural polymer based scaffolds (Cai B,
et al.,2016; Azhar FF, et al., 2014; Nazeer MA, et al., 2017). Formation of calcium phosphate interface similar to bone apatite
on the surface of synthetic material is an important requirement
for scaffold to show the bone bonding behavior (Hanawa T and
Davies J, 1991; Hench LL, 1991). So, existence of apatite-like layer
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on the scaffold will let us to expect positive biological response from the
host tissues and showing a bioactive behavior after implantation. Dissolution of nano-hydroxyapatite (nHAp) in the human body is very low after
implantation whereas the dissolution rate is a key factor for bioactivity and
tissue regeneration success (Reis R, et al., 1997). One promising approach
for nHAp biological properties improvement is the ionic substitutions in
its lattice structure. The osteogenic properties of nHAp can be improved
by the substitution of Fe ions into its structure (Park SY, et al., 2017). Fe as
an essential nutrient for all living organisms except certain bacteria has key
role in vital metabolic processes, such as DNA synthesis, oxygen and electron transport (Duggan C, et al., 2016). Drug delivery, magnetic resonance
imaging, tissue engineering and magnetic hyperthermia are some application of Fe-nHAp (Gloria A, et al., 2013; Iwasaki T, et al., 2013; Chandra
VS, et al., 2012; Sneha M and Sundaram NM, 2015). Researches showed
that Fe ions have a positive effect on bone health (Maurer J, et al., 2005).
Presence of Fe ions in HAp structure can enhance the osteoblast adhesion
and growth to promote bone regeneration (Panseri S, et al., 2012). Different methods such as ion exchange (Zilm ME, et al., 2014), pickering
emulsion, (Iafisco M, et al., 2013) hydrothermal (Gloria A, et al., 2013) and
wet chemistry (Radha G, et al., 2019) have been applied for synthesis of Fe
substituted HA which led to products with different magnetic properties
and enhanced cell response for better bone bonding ability (Gloria A, et
al., 2013).
In the present study, chitosan based scaffold containing Ca10-x
Fex(PO4)6(OH)2, considering the mentioned advantages of each components were performed which this design has not been reported elsewhere. Physical, chemical and biological characterization of scaffolds was
also carried out.

chine (CHOURist, 1-4 LD model) was used to dry the above-mentioned
solidified mixtures at -35°C for 36 hour. The obtained CS/Fe-nHAp scaffolds were washed with 50 ml NaOH (Merck, 10.0 wt%) and deionized
water and then dried at 60°C. For evaluation of the Fe-nHAp effect on
the physical and biological properties of the samples, CS and CS/nHAp
scaffolds were prepared by omitting the Fe-nHAp and Fe soaking part of
synthesis, respectively.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of CS/Fe-nHAp scaffolds fabrication

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Nano hydroxyapatite (nHAp) preparation
The precipitation method was applied to synthesize the nHAp powders.
For this purpose, the solution of 0.096 M (NH4)2HPO4 (reagent grade,
Merck) was added drop-wise (2.5-5 ml/min), into 0.16 M Ca(NO3)2 (reagent grade, Merck) solution under stirring at 60°C to give the desired
atomic ratio of Ca/P=1.67. Meanwhile, dilute NH4OH (reagent grade,
Merck) solution was used for adjusting the pH of the solution to about 10.
Then, the solution was poured into a sealed container and was vigorously
stirred and aged for about 6 hours. The solution was filtered, washed and
dried at 100°C overnight.

Preparation of iron substituted hydroxyapatite (Fe-nHAp)
A simple ion exchange procedure was used to achieve Fe substituted
nHAp, in which calcium would be substituted by iron in the HAp crystal
lattice. Briefly, the nHAp powder was soaked in a solution of FeCl3.6H2O
40%w/v (97 wt%, Sigma-Aldrich) with a ratio of nHAp/solution=0.5 g/100
ml, under stirring for a desired time (1, 6 and 12 hours). The obtained
solids were ﬁltered and washed thoroughly by distilled water. The powder
(Fe-nHAp) was then dried overnight at ambient temperature and grinded
by a mortar and a pestle.

Preparation of the scaffolds CS/Fe-nHAp
CS/Fe-nHAp scaffolds preparation steps is presented in Figure 1, schematically. For this purpose, CS powder (medium molecular weight and a
degree of deacetylation of 85%) was provided from Sigma-Aldrich and
dissolved in 1% of acetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich) solution, led to a concentration of 2%. A transparent solution was obtained under stirring for 4 hours.
The required amount of prepared Fe-nHAp nanoparticles was added to CS
solution to give a desired percentage of nano inorganic particles in scaffolds which are mentioned in Table 1. The solution was then stirred for 1020 hours to obtain a uniform mixture. The obtained mixture was poured
into a mould with a diameter and a thickness of 12 and 2 mm, respectively,
followed by freezing at -20°C for 12 hours (Figure 2). A freeze-drying ma536

Figure 2: Water uptake kinetics for CS, CS/3 wt% HAp, CS/3 wt% FeHAp-1h, CS/3 wt% Fe-HAp-6h and CS/3 wt% Fe-HAp-12h
Table 1: The summarized preparation condition of the scaffolds
Sample name

nHAp
Fe-nHAp
(Wt%)
(Wt%)
CS
CS/1% HAp
1
CS/2% HAp
2
CS/3% HAp
3
CS/1% Fe-HAp-1h
1
CS/1% Fe-HAp-6h
1
CS/1% Fe-HAp-12h
1
CS/2% Fe-HAp-1h
2
CS/2% Fe-HAp-6h
2
CS/2% Fe-HAp-12h
2
CS/3% Fe-HAp-1h
3
CS/3% Fe-HAp-6h
3
CS/3% Fe-HAp-12h
3
Note: Fe-nHAp: Fe doped hydroxyapatite

Soaking time
(hr)
1
6
12
1
6
12
1
6
12

Chemicophysical characterization
As physical characterization, water uptake characteristic of CS, CS with
3% HAp and Fe-Ap samples (2 × 2 cm, n=4), were evaluated by immersion of each specimen in 500 μl of phosphate buffer saline (PBS) with pH
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of 7.4 at 37°C. To obtain more clear graphs, samples with higher content
of inorganic particles were considered. At each time point (t=15 min, 30
min, 1, 2, 3, 6, 24 hours and every hour until reaching to the absorption
plateau), samples were blotted with laboratory paper to remove excess liquid and weighed. Swelling ratio, SW (%), was calculated according to the
(Equation 1)
SW(%)=(Wt-W0)/W0 × 100

(1)

Where W0 is the dry weight and Wt is the wet weight at each time point.
FT-IR, XRD and EDAX analyses have been applied for chemical characterization. The functional groups of calcium phosphate phase and Fe substituted powders were evaluated by Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR, Shimadzu 8400 s). Samples for analysis have been prepared
as KBr pellet. For this reason, 2-3 mg of calcium phosphate powders were
mixed with 98 mg of dried KBr powder, homogenized, finely pulverized,
and put into a pellet-forming die to obtain transparent pellets for recording
FT-IR spectra over the range of 400-4000 cm-1.
The crystal structure of the calcium phosphate and Fe substituted powders
was investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD, X’Pert PRO MPD PANalytical
Company). Inorganic powders were smoothen and placed in the sample
holder and XRD patterns were recorded at 2 θ ranging from 20 to 60 degrees.
Elemental analysis of calcium phosphate phase and Fe doped powders was
performed by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDAX EDS Silicon
Drift 2017.

Magnetic property
Magnetization measurement of Fe substituted HAp has been performed at
room temperature by a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) with magnetic field of 0-10 Koe (Magnetic Daghigh Daneshpajouh Co., Iran)

Morphological characterization
The morphology of the prepared nHAp, Fe-nHAp, CS, CS-HAp and CSFe-nHAp scaffolds were analysed using SEM imaging (Serontechnologies-AIS2100) with 25 kV of accelerating voltage. The samples were coated
in a sputtering device (Polaron SC7640) for better conductivity and resulting high quality SEM imaging.

In vitro cytocompatibility tests
Samples of CS, CS/1% HAp and CS/Fe-nHAp (1% and 3% after 1 and
12 hour immersion) (0.5 × 0.5 cm, n=3) were placed in a flat-bottom 24
multi well culture plate , treated with UV light at both side for 30 minutes to be sterilized. Fibroblast L929 cells (cell density=104 cells/well) were
seeded on each scaffold and cells cultured on Tissue Culture Polystyrene
(TCPS) considered as control. The samples were incubated up to 7 days
of culture at 37°C and 5% CO2. The attached and grown viable cells on
the scaffolds were evaluated by MTT (3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5diphenyltetrazolium bromide) colorimetric assay at 3, 5, 7 days post seeding. For assessing the cell viability at each time point, 100 µl MTT solution
(5 mg/ml in PBS) was added to each well and incubated for 4 hour at 37°C.
Then, the upper solvent (MTT solution) was removed and 1 ml of 10%
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, Sigma) in 0.01 N HCl added to the solution to dissolve the formazan crystals at 37°C . At the end, the absorbance
of dissolved formazan for each sample was measured at 570 nm using a
microplate reader (ELISA reader, ELX808, BioTek). The absorption value
of the MTT solution alone was subtracted from the values related to seeded samples and control.
The scaffolds of CS/1% HAp and Chitosan/Fe-nHAp 1 and 3% after 12
hour immersion were observed by SEM (Serontechnologies-AIS2100),
to evaluate fibroblast cells morphology, distribution and attachment on
the scaffolds surface. Scaffolds at time points 3 and 7 days were washed
with PBS, fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde solution for 1 hour, dehydrated
thourough a series of ethyl alcohol solutions in distilled water (from 10 to
537

100% ethyl alcohol) and air dried. Samples were gold sputter coated and
observed at 25 kV, at different magnifications.

Statistical analysis
The obtained data in this study were reported in the form of mean ± standard deviation values and were analysed via Student t-test with significance level p=0.05. SPSS software (v 17.0; IBM New York, NY, USA) was
used for statistical analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Scaffold design
Development of new materials such as scaffolds for tissue regeneration
has attracted a great attention because there is limitation in availability of
human tissues for transplantation, regeneration and repair of organs. Scaffolds for bone regeneration should fulfil different requirements to provide
a suitable bone-engineered tissue. The presence of interconnected pores
with appropriate size to provide support for cell infiltration, adhesion and
proliferation is the most important property of scaffolds. Chitosan is a
natural polysaccharide with a suitable shock absorbing capacity and have
an ability to substitute glycosaminoglycan in bone extracellular matrix
(ECM). Formation of 3D porous scaffolds of chitosan with interconnected
pores as well as its good biocompatibility and biodegradability has been
made it as a suitable choice for tissue engineering (Singh YP, et al., 2015).
Another primary requirement for applicable scaffold in hard tissues is
load bearing capability and high mechanical strength (Rahman MS, et al.,
2019; Yang J, et al., 2014). As chitosan is a flexible polymer, it cannot fulfil
mechanical properties of bone. Therefore, several attempts have been performed for improvement of mechanical strength of chitosan scaffolds such
as introducing inorganic calcium phosphate particles (Nazeer MA, et al.,
2017; Singh YP, et al., 2015). Several researches (Hench LL, 1991; Reis R,
et al., 1997) have claimed that the formation of calcium phosphate on the
surface of synthetic materials lead to the growth of cells on them which
is an important requirement for exhibiting the behavior of a bone-bonding. In addition, the presence of apatite-like layer on the scaffold will cause
the positive biological response from the host tissues which lead to show
a bioactive behavior after implantation (Reis R, et al., 1997). Some studies
(Baxter LC, et al., 2002; Tagaya M, et al., 2011) have shown the influence
of different calcium phosphates phases such as beta tricalcium phosphate
and hydroxyapatite (Baxter LC, et al., 2002) or hydroxyapatite nano crystals (Zilm ME, et al., 2014) on fibroblast cells morphology, attachment and
proliferation. It has been shown that ionic substitutions such as Fe ions in
nHAp lattice structure can improve its biological and osteogenic properties (Park SY, et al., 2017). Heidari et al. used natural HA, extracted from
bone, and also natural CS, prepared from shourimp shells, followed by in
situ precipitation of magnetic nanoparticles, Fe3O4 in the CS/HA matrix
to prepare suitable composites for bone tissue engineering. Their main
focus was on evaluation of mechanical and cytocompatibility properties of
composites (Heidari F, et al., 2018; Heidari F, et al., 2016).
In the present study as it has been shown in Fig.1, a spongy porous CSFe-HAp scaffolds with pore diameter about 30 μm were synthesized via a
simple method to develop a biointegrable matrix with desirable geometries
to support cell adhesion, growth and anchorage onto the pore walls of the
CS, thanks to presence of the Fe ion in structure of osteoinductive and
osteoconductive HAp.

Water uptake
Scaffolds ability for retaining water is an important factor to evaluate its
efficacy for tissue engineering. It has been shown that swelling properties
of scaffolds have significantly influence on cells adhesion, growth and differentiation (Li Z, et al., 2005). In the water uptake (SW%) tests (Figure 2),
different water absorption kinetics up to 72 hours can be observed. Chitosan is a hydrophilic polymer with a high water uptake capability due to the
presence of free ammine groups in its structure.
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All samples showed the highest water affinity, reaching to maximum swelling degree in 1 hour. In fact, the plateau was reached very fast (i.e. after 1
hour) for all samples. It seems that introducing nHAp in chitosan scaffold
and also Fe ions doping in the apatite lattice structure have not effect on
water uptake characteristic of prepared samples. It is clear that after reaching the plateau, no statistically differences in SW% were detected up to 72
hours of incubation for all samples.

of HAp, respectively. In all Fe ions doped HAp samples, no diffraction
peaks appeared other than those attributed to HAp. In addition, no significant shifting of peak positions and no obvious changing in relative peak
intensities after ion exchange, regardless of soaking time were observed in
XRD patterns. Therefore, it seems that the ion exchange process does not
change or modify the structure of HAp. All samples showed the broaden peaks, indicating the nano size and low crystalline structure of apatite
(Yang X, 2017) As it can be seen in the Fe-HAp samples, increasing the
time of soaking lead to more broadening the characteristic peaks of apatite.

FTIR analysis
The functional groups of pure HAp and FeHAp powders after 1, 6, and 12
hour immersion times were evaluated by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. The FTIR spectra of samples (Figure 3) showed the presence of
functional groups attributed to hydroxyapatite. The existing peaks at ˜560600 cm-1, 960 cm-1 and 1030 cm-1 can be related to out-of-plane bending,
symmetrical stretching and asymmetric stretching of phosphate groups,
respectively. There are peaks at about 1650 cm-1 and 1470 cm-1, which can
be corresponded to carbonate peaks. Besides that, a broad band at 3566
cm-1 can be attributed to the main vibration of symmetrical stretching of
OH. The obtained spectra of the samples are in good agreement with our
previous work (Yang X, 2017; Aslani M, et al., 2017). It can be seen that
there is no considerable difference between the spectra of the HAp and
FeHAp powders. This implies that the FeHAp and pure HA have similar
functional groups. However, the splitting of the band in range of 450 cm1-650 cm-1 is decreased by addition of Fe ions doping in substitution of Ca
which is consistent with the result reported by Kamal et al. (Gloria A, et al.,
2013). In addition, the hydroxyl peak intensity at 3500 cm-1, increases as
the Fe is doped to the HAp lattice structure.

Figure 4: XRD patterns of HAp, FeHAp-1h, FeHAp-6h and FeHAp-12h

EDAX elemental analysis
Elemental analysis of inorganic nano particles was performed by EDAX.
The EDAX spectra of HAp (Figure 5a) showed the presence of Ca, P and
O, whereas in Fe doped HAp powders after 1 and 12 hour soaking (Figures 5b and 5c), Fe is present in addition to Ca, P, and O elements. Fe3+
ions are not so thermodynamically stable in aqueous environment at room
temperature. Therefore, there would be an enough driving force for Fe3+
ions to interact with the HA lattice and it can be said that Fe is substituted
in the HAp structure. EDAX analysis results for the samples are presented
in Table 2. Furthermore, the Ca/P ratios of the HAp as well as FeHAp were
calculated. It is clear that the Fe weight percent for FeHAp-12 hr is higher than that of FeHAp-1 hour sample, which proves more substitution of
Fe ions by increasing the immersion time during the synthesis of FeHAp
powders. Moreover, the Ca/P atomic ratio was 1.7, 0.9 and 0.83 for HAp,
FeHAp-1 h and FeHAp-12 h samples, respectively. As it can be seen, the
Ca/P ratio of Fe HAp samples is lower than pure HAp. If a one-for-one
substitution has been occurred between iron and calcium in FeHAp, then
it is expected that Ca/P ratio be equal to HAp. This decreasing in ratio can
be derived from this fact that divalent ion (Ca) replaced by trivalent (Fe)
ones. There may be calcium vacancies be formed to compensate the lattice
charge imbalance which resulted from iron substitution.

Figure 3: The FTIR spectra of the (a) HAp, (b) FeHAp-1h, (c) FeHAp-6h, and (d) FeHAp-12h

XRD analysis
The XRD patterns of Fe-doped HAp with different soaking times (1, 6, and
12 hour) comparing to HAp pattern is presented (Figure 4). All the diffraction peaks in XRD patterns can be assigned to monophase, low crystalline hydroxyapatite which is consistent with the peaks of the HAp (JCPDS
card No.9-432). 53, 54 In patterns, obvious diffraction peaks can be seen at
25.9°, 28.2°, 29°, 31.9°, 32.9°, 34.1°, 39.9°, 46.8°, 49.5°, and 53.1° which are
corresponded to 002, 102, 210, 211, 300, 202, 310, 222, 213, and 004 planes

Table 2: EDAX (Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy) analysis results for the samples
Sample

HAp
FeHAp-1h
FeHAp-12h
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Wt%
14.7
17.4

Fe

Atom%
6.4
8.1

Wt%
51.6
23.2
24.4

Ca

Element
Atom%
35.7
14.1
15.8

Wt%
23.3
19.7
22.8
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P

Atom%
20.8
15.5
19

Wt/Wt
2.2
1.2
1.07

Ca/P
Atom/Atom
1.7
0.9
0.83
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Morphological characterization

Figure 5(a): EDAX elemental analysis of Hap

Figure 5(b): EDAX elemental analysis of FeHAp-1h

The pore shapes, interconnectivity and distribution in scaffolds as well as
morphology of inorganic particles were evaluated by SEM. The synthesized HAp powders (Figure 7a) consisted of tiny agglomerated particles
around 60 to 80 nm, while the Fe HAp powder (Figure 7b) showed spherical particles with more uniform size distribution around 60 nm. CS scaffold (Figure 7c) presented more homogenous pore structure with about 20
µm in size compare to CS/HAp, and CS/3% FeHAp-6h samples (Figures
7d and 7e). It seems that introducing HA in the structure of CS scaffold
has led to formation of more closed pores (Fig.7d) while addition of magnetic FeHAp particles have influence on the scaffolds structure thourough
reducing the pore size (Figure 7e) which may be due to well-precipitation
of Fe into the CS matrix thorough freeze-drying technique. There are several agglomerated nano-sized HAp and FeHAp particles, distributed in the
CS matrix (Figures 7d and 7e) which lead to a rough surface to provide
more surface area and thus enough sites for cells viability. Representative
SEM images of CS/3% FeHAp samples at different soaking time (Figures
8 a-8c) showed the effect of immersion time in Fe ions solution on the
morphology of FeHAp nanoparticles distributed in the CS matrix. 1 hour
soaking time (Figure 8a) led to formation of FeHAp particles distributed
almost uniformly on the surface and inner pore walls of scaffold with less
agglomeration compare to 6 hour immersion time (Figure 8b). Increasing
the soaking time to 12 hours caused the formation of plates like FeHAp
crystals with length and width about 12 and 4 µm, respectively. It seems
that soaking time has effect on the way of nano inorganic particles precipitation in the CS matrix during freeze drying and led to formation of
FeHAp particles with different morphology into the CS scaffolds.

Figure 5(c): FeHAp-12h powder samples

Magnetic properties
VSM test was performed to evaluate the magnetic properties of FeHAp
at ambient temperature in a field of 10 Koe (Figure 6). It can be seen that
all FeHAp samples showed almost paramagnetic properties, which is clear
from their positive slope of the corresponding magnetization-magnetic
field curve. Although iron doping in all FeHAp samples led to magnetic
properties, there was no specific pattern between soaking time and magnetic properties so that FeHAp-12h showed lower Ms than FeHAp-6h
which is against of this expectation that more iron substitution may lead to
higher saturation magnetization.

Figure 7: SEM micrgraphs of (a) HAp nano particles (b) FeHAp
nano particles , (c) CS, (d) CS/ 1 % HAp, and (e) CS/ 3 % FeHAp-6h
samples

Figure 8: SEM micrographs of (a) CS/3% FeHAp-1h, (b) CS/3% FeFigure 6: Magnetization-magnetic field FeHAp samples with differHAp-6h, and (c) CS/3% FeHAp-12h
ent time of soaking
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In vitro cytocompatibility test
Fibroblast L929 cells were cultured on CS, CS/HAp and CS/Fe-HAp samples up to 7 days, using TCPS as control. All samples showed higher number of the viable cells by passing the cell culture time (Figure 9). As it can be
seen no significant difference is observable for cell viability of all samples
after 3 and 5 days of culture (p>0.05) whereas after 7 days the difference is
significant (p<0.05). Different literature evaluated the effect of introducing
Fe ions in HAp structure on cell proliferation and attachment. Chandra et
al. (Gloria A, et al., 2013 synthesized the Fe-doped natural HAp through
a combination of microwave and hydrothermal techniques and found out
that presence of the Fe3+ ions led to a higher bioactivity and cell proliferation using MG63 osteo-sarcoma cells. Panserie S, et al., 2012 evaluated
the FeHAp nanoparticles cytocompatibility using Saos-2 human osteoblast-like cells which showed good cell proliferation, morphology and attachment, compared to pure HAp nanoparticles. Therefore, it seems that
presence of Fe ions in apatite structure enhance the cell viability which
it is also consistent with our results for CS/3% Fe-HAp-12h sample. This
sample has the more apatite and Fe ions in its structure compare to other
samples and showed the cell viability close to TCPS after 7 days of culture
with no significant difference (p>0.05, Figure 9). It seems that the presence
of 3% apatite in CS/3% Fe-HAp-1h has the same effect of Fe ions presence
in CS/1% Fe-HAp-12h on biological response so that there is no significant
difference for cell viability of these samples after 7 days culture (p>0.05,
Figure 9). The cell viability of CS/1% Fe-HAp-1h after 7 days was close to
CS/1% HAp (p>0.05) and it seems that the low quantity of Fe ion presence
in apatite structure did not have effect on cell proliferation.

Figure 10: SEM micrographs of (a,b) CS/1% HAp after 3 days; (c,d)
CS/1% HAp after 7 days; (e,f) CS/1% Fe-HAp-12h after 3 days; (g,h)
CS/1% Fe-HAp-12h after 7days; (i,j) CS/3% Fe-HAp-12h after 3
days, and ( k,l) CS/3% Fe-HAp-12h after 7 days culture by fibroblast
L929 cells. Yellow arrows represents the cells spread on samples surface. Scale bar: 50 μm (a, c, e, g , i and k), 20 μm (b, d, f, h, j and l)

CONCLUSION

Figure 9: Relative cell viability of fibroblast L929 cells cultured on
CS, CS/1% HAp, CS/1, 3% Fe-HAp-1h and CS/1, 3% Fe-HAp-12h at
the three considered time points. Note: *=p<0. 05
The morphology of the attached cells on the CS/1% HAp, CS/1% Fe-HAp12h and CS/3% Fe-HAp-12h scaffolds at different culture times were observed by SEM (Figure 10). By Increasing culture time, cell attachment
improved on the surface of all scaffolds (Figures 10c and 10d, Figures 10g
and 10h, Figures 10k and 10l). In CS/1% HAp, fewer cells were attached on
the surface and the cells were not fully stretched (Figures 10a-10d). In the
Fe doped HAp samples (Figures 10c-10l), long cytoplasmic branches were
formed by cells on samples, in which the cells interacted with pore walls.
This can be because of the surface biomineralization that provided appropriate attachment sites for fibroblast cells and maybe due to improvement
of apatite dissolution through substitution of Fe ions in its structure 34
which may cause the release of Ca2+ and PO43- ions, Ca-P precipitation
and promotion of protein absorption and finally better cell adhesion and
proliferation. In addition, fibroblast cells became well spread after 7 days,
better adhering onto the CS/3 wt% FeHAp-12h sample (Figures 10k-10l).
These results demonstrate that CS/Fe-HAp samples provided desirable
surface to support fibroblast cells adherence, spreading and proliferation
compare to CS/HAp sample and the quantity of Fe doped HAp has a positive effect on cell response.
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Introducing the nano hydroxy apatite on the surface of scaffolds can be
a useful method to develop suitable materials for bone tissue regeneration, regarding to their physical, chemical and morphological properties
and ability to promote cells adhesion, spreading and proliferation. In this
study, ion exchange procedure was used to prepare FeHAp powders with
magnetic properties. Introducing these nano inorganic particles into the
CS structure led to formation of scaffolds which presented improved fibroblast cell adhesion and proliferation. Further improvements of fibroblast
cells performance on CS/FeHAp scaffold can be achieved by doping more
Fe ions in apatite structure and in vitro cell culture under dynamic condition such as perfusion chambers, and bioreactors.
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